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‘Absolute Physics Vol - I’ is a complete guidebook, extremely handy for preparation of various 
competitive exams like NEET (UG), JEE (Main). This edition provides an unmatched comprehensive 
amalgamation of theory with MCQs. The chapters are aligned with the syllabus for NEET (UG) and 
JEE (MAIN) examinations and runs parallel to NCERT curriculum. The book provides the students with 
scientifically accurate context, several study techniques and skills required to excel in these examinations. 
 
The sections of Theory, Formulae, MCQs and Topic Test form the backbone of every chapter and 
ensure adequate revision.  
These MCQs are framed considering the importance given to every topic as per the NEET-UG & JEE 
(Main) exam. They are a healthy mix of theoretical, numerical, reactions and graphical based questions.  
 
The level of difficulty of these questions is at par with that of various competitive examinations held 
across India. Questions from various examinations such as NEET (UG), JEE (Main), MHT CET, KCET, 
WB JEE, AP EAMCET (Med. and Engg.), TS EAMCET (Med. and Engg.), GUJ CET are exclusively 
covered. To keep students updated, questions from most recent examinations of NEET (UG) 2020 and JEE 
(Main) 2020 are covered exclusively.  
All the questions included in a chapter have been specially created and compiled to enable students solve 
complex problems which require strenuous effort with promptness.   
All the features of this book pave the path of a student to excel in examination. The features are designed 
keeping the following elements in mind: Time management, easy memorization or revision and 
non-conventional yet simple methods for MCQ solving. 
  
We hope the book benefits the learner as we have envisioned. 
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KEY FEATURES 

Time  
Saver

Smart 
tip 

‘Smart tips’ comprise important 
theoretical or formula based short 
tricks considering their usage in 
solving MCQ. 

‘Caution’ apprises students about 
mistakes which are made while 
solving an MCQs. 

Caution

‘Examples’ are provided to elucidate a 
a concept using theory or MCQ or 
numerical question and help students 
hone their problem-solving skills. 

Examples 

‘Clock Symbol’ instructs students that 
given MCQ can be solved apace by 
applying either smart tips, Time saver 
or thinking hatke. 

‘Learning Pointers’ provide 
compilation of additional notes which 
involve fusion of two concepts from 
different chapters or come as indirect 
extensions of subtopics. 

Thinking 
Hatke 

Learning 
Pointers 

‘Knowledge Badhao’ includes 
addition information relevant to 
concept. 

Gyan
Guru 

Knowledge
Badhao 

Q.R. 
Codes

Clock 
Symbol

Connection 

‘Time Saver’ illustrates quick method 
over lengthy conventional method of 
solving numerical.   

⏰ Time saver - 4 ⏰ 

Clock Symbol 

Thinking Hatke 

Gyan Guru

Caution !

Connection

Learning Pointers

Knowledge Badhao!

Smart tip - 1

Examples

QR code

‘Connection’ enables students to 
interlink concepts covered in different 
chapters. 

‘QR code’ provides:  
i. Access to a video in order to 

boost understanding of a 
concept or activity 

ii. Hints to Topic Test of each 
chapter. 

‘Thinking Hatke’ reveals quick 
witted approach to crack the specific 
question. 

‘Gyan Guru’ illustrates real life 
applications or examples related to the 
concept discussed. 
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 Why Absolute Series?  
 Gradually, every year the nature of competitive entrance exams is inching towards conceptual 

understanding of topics. Moreover, it is time to bid adieu to the stereotypical approach of solving a 
problem using a single conventional method.   
 To be able to successfully crack the NEET/JEE (Main) examinations, it is imperative to 
develop skills such as data interpretation, appropriate time management, knowing various methods 
to solve a problem, etc. With Absolute Series, we are sure, you’d develop all the aforementioned 
skills and take a more holistic approach towards problem solving. The way you’d tackle advanced 
level MCQs with the help of Hints, Solved examples, Smart tips, Smart codes and Thinking Hatke 
would give you the necessary practice that would be a game changer in your preparation for the 
competitive entrance examinations. 

 
 What is the intention behind the launch of Absolute Series?  
 The sole objective behind the introduction of Absolute Series is to cater to needs of students across a 

varied background and effectively assist them to successfully crack the NEET/JEE (Main) 
examinations. With a healthy mix of MCQs, we intend to develop a student’s MCQ solving skills 
within a stipulated time period. 

 
 What do I gain out of Absolute Series? 
 After using Absolute Series, students would be able to: 
 a. assimilate the given data and apply relevant concepts with utmost ease. 
 b.  tackle MCQs of different pattern such as match the columns, diagram based questions, 

multiple concepts and assertion-reason efficiently.  
 c.  garner the much needed confidence to appear for competitive exams. 
 d. easy and time saving methods to tackle tricky questions will help ensure that time consuming 

questions do not occupy more time than you can allot per question. 
 
 How to derive the best advantage of the book? 
 To get the maximum benefit of the book, we recommend : 
 a. Go through the detailed theory and Examples solved alongwith at the beginning of a chapter 

for concept clarity. Commit Smart Tips and Time saver into memory and pay attention to 
Caution.  

 b. Read through the Learning pointers section minutely. 
 b. Know all the Formulae compiled at the end of theory by-heart. 
 c. Using subtopic wise segregation as a leverage, complete MCQs in each subtopic at your own 

pace. Questions from exams such as JEE (Main), NEET-UG are tagged and placed along the 
flow of subtopic. Mark these questions specially to gauge the trends of questions in various 
exams.  

 d. Be extra receptive to Thinking Hatke, Alternate Method and application of Smart Tips and 
Time saver. Assimilate them into your thinking.    

Best of luck to all the aspirants! 

Frequently Asked Questions 
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No. Topic Name Page No. 
 Mathematical Tools 1 

1 Physical World and Measurement 11 

2 Scalars and Vectors 63 

3 Motion in One Dimension 93 

4 Laws of motion  139 

5 Motion in two Dimensions 196 

6 Work, Energy and Power 267 

7 System of particles and Rotational motion 323 

8 Gravitation 395 

9 Mechanical properties of solids: Elasticity 462 

10 Mechanical properties of fluids: Viscosity 508 

11 Mechanical properties of fluids: Surface Tension 556 

12 Thermal properties of Matter: Heat 592 

13 Thermodynamics 651 

14 Kinetic Theory of Gases 696 

15 Oscillations 729 

16 Wave Mechanics 796 
                                                  

Note: ** marked subtopic in a chapter is listed only in the NEET syllabus. However, since questions 
based on the same have appeared in the recent examinations, these subtopics are covered 
judiciously in the book. 
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1.1 Introduction to Physics 
 
i. Physics is the branch of science which deals 

with the study of nature and natural phenomena. 
ii. The word ‘Physics’ is derived from the Greek 

word ‘fusis’ meaning nature.  
iii. ‘Fusis’ was first introduced by the ancient 

scientist Aristotle. 
iv. Physics is the basis of all sciences.  
 Scope and excitement of Physics: 
i. There are two domains in the scope of Physics; 

macroscopic and microscopic. 
ii. The macroscopic domain deals mainly with the 

branch of classical mechanics which includes 
subjects like mechanics, electrodynamics, 
optics, thermodynamics etc. 

iii. The microscopic domain includes atomic, 
molecular and nuclear phenomena which deal 
with the constitution and structure of matter at 
the minute scales of atoms and other elementary 
particles.  

iv. The study of Physics is exciting in many ways. 
 Examples: 
 a. Live transmission of events thousands of 

kilometre away on the television. 
 b. S.T.D, I.S.D, Fax, Cellular phone etc. 
 c. The speed and memory of the fifth 

generation of computers. 
 d. Use of robots for many purposes. 
 e. Technological advances in health science. 
 f. Lasers and their ever-increasing 

applications. 
 g. Exploring the new sources of energy. 

 Physics related to society and technology: 
i. Physics related to society: 

 Most of the developments in Physics have a 
direct impact on the society.  

 Example: 
 a. The development of telephone, telegraph, 

telex have enabled us to transmit important 
messages instantly. 

 b. The development of radio, television, 
satellites have increased the means of 
communication. 

 c. Advances in electronics, computers, lasers 
have greatly enriched the society. 

 d. Rapid means of transport have increased the 
pace of transportation through air, water and 
land. 

ii. Physics related to technology: 
 a. Technology is the application of the 

principles of Physics for practical purposes. 
 b. Technology and physical principles are  

inter-related quantities. 
 c. Technology gives rise to new principles in 

Physics and vice-versa. 
 d. Following table shows the link between 

technology and basic principles of Physics.  
No. Technology Basic Principles 
1. Rocket 

propulsion 
Newton’s laws of motion. 

2. Aeroplane Bernoulli’s principle in fluid 
dynamics. 

3. Steam engine Laws of Thermodynamics. 
4. Sonar Reflection of ultrasonic 

waves. 

1 Physical World and Measurement 

Connections 
 The chapter being a building block of Physics links to every other chapter discussed in the book. Hence, it is
inconvenient to offer connection at every place and is avoided. Formulae and relations used in this chapter will
be discussed through the course of the book. 

1.8 Accuracy, precision and least count of 
measuring instruments 

 
1.9 Errors in measurement 
 
**1.10  Significant figures 
 
1.11 Dimensions of physical quantities 
 
1.12 Dimensional analysis and its 

applications 

1.1 Introduction to Physics 
 
1.2 Fundamental forces in nature 
 
1.3 Nature of physical laws 
 
1.4 Need for measurement 
 
1.5 Unit of measurement and system of units 
 
1.6 Fundamental and derived units  
1.7 Length, mass and time measurement 
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 Zero error:  
 If measuring instruments possess zero error then,   

Types of zero error Corrected reading 
Negative: The 
instrument possesses  
negative zero error 
when zero mark on 
vernier/circular scale is 
ahead of the main scale 
zero. 

Original/observed 
reading + zero 
error. 

Positive: The 
instrument possesses 
positive zero error 
when zero mark on 
vernier/circular scale is 
behind the main scale 
zero. 

Original/observed 
reading – zero 
error. 

 
1.9 Errors in measurement 
 
i. The difference in the true value and measured 

value of a quantity is called error in 
measurement.  

Two clocks are being tested against a standard clock 
located in a national laboratory. At 12:00 noon by the 
standard clock. The readings of the two clocks are 
shown in the adjacent table. What can you say about 
two clocks in terms of accuracy and precision?  
Explanation:  

Observations Clock A Clock B 
12:03 10:15 
12:01 10:14 
11:59 10:16 
12:01 10:15 

Average 12:02 10:15 
Deviations from (in min) 
average 

0.01, 0.01, 0.03, 0.01 0, 0.01, 0.02, 0 

Average deviation (in 
min) = 

0.01 0.01 0.03 0.01
4

    = 0.0150 0 0.01 0.02 0
4

    = 0.0075 
 
 As the deviation in reading by clock B is lesser than clock A it is precise, while clock A measures 

time closer to standard time it is more accurate. 
Ans:  Clock A is more accurate but less precise than Clock B. 

EXAMPLE - 1.4 

 Clock A Clock B 
Tuesday 12:03 10:15 
Wednesday 12:01 10:15 
Thursday 12:01 10:14 
Friday 11:59 10:16 
 

Results of Tata Mumbai
Marathon 2019 saw Kenya’s  
Cosmas Lagat as winner with
race time. 2:09:15. Aychew
Bante was at second position
(2:10:05) and Shumet Akalnew
(2:10:14) was a close third.  

The result clearly marks necessity of accurate
measurement of time. To achieve this, most
timed races today use race bibs with a timing
chip. When a runner moves past a special mat
at starting line, chip registers beginning time
and as runner crosses the finish line, it
registers finishing time.  

GG - Gyan Guru 

EXAMPLE - 1.3 

A scale in a lab measures the mass of objects consistently more by 500 g than their actual mass. How
would you describe the scale in terms of accuracy and precision? 
Explanation: 
  Precision measures how consistently a device records the same answer, even if it displays the

wrong value. Hence, the scale is precise. 
 Accuracy is how well a device measures something against its accepted value. As scale in the lab is

always off by 500 g, it is not accurate. 
Ans: The scale is precise but not accurate. 
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1. Measure of physical quantity: M = nu

2. Relation between numerical value and size of
unit:  n1u1 = n2u2

3. Average value or mean value:

  ma  = 1 2 3 na a a .. a
n

    = 
n
1

i 1

n

ia



4. Absolute error:
| a |  =  | Average value  Measured value |
  =  | am  an | 

5. Mean absolute error:

a   = 1 2 na a ... a
n

     
= 

n
1 n

i 1
ia





6. Relative (fractional) error =
m

a

a



7. Percentage error =
m

a

a


  100% 

8. Combination of percentage errors:
i. If x = a  b then, the percentage error in x

is,
x a b100 100%

x a b
   

    

ii. If x = a  b or x =
a
b

then, the percentage 

error in x is,
x a b100 100%

x a b
       

 
iii. If x = an then, the percentage error in x is,

x a100 n 100%
x a
     

 

 To express large or small magnitudes
following prefixes are used:

Power of 10 Prefix Symbol 
1018 exa E
1015 peta P
1012 tera T
109 giga G
106 mega M
103 kilo k
102 hecta h
10 deca da

101 deci d
102 centi c

103 milli m
106 micro  
109 nano n
1012 pico p
1015 femto f
1018 atto a

 A few quick conversions:
i. Pressure:

1 N/m2 = 10 dyne/ cm2   or
1 dyne/cm2 = 0.1 N/m2.

ii. Density:
1 kg/m3 = 103 g/cm3  or
1 g/cm3 = 103 kg/m3.

iii. Coefficient of viscosity:
SI unit is decapoise (Ns/m2) and CGS unit is
poise.
1 poise = 101 decapoise or
1 decapoise = 10 poise.

iv. Magnetic induction:
SI unit is tesla (Wb/m2) and CGS unit is gauss.
1 gauss = 104 tesla or
1 tesla = 104 gauss.

v. Magnetic flux:
SI unit is weber and CGS unit is maxwell.
1 Wb = 108 maxwell or
1 maxwell = 108 Wb.

1.1 Introduction to Physics 

1. The theory of solar system, in which the sun
occupies the central position, is known as
(A) Einstein’s theory of solar system.
(B) Copernicus theory of solar system.
(C) Newton’s theory of solar system.
(D) Maxwell’s theory of solar system.

 Multiple Choice Questions

Formulae

1. A hypothesis is a supposition without
assuming that it is true. An axiom is a self
– evident truth while a model is a theory
proposed to explain observed phenomena.

2. A dimensionless quantity has the same
numeric value in all the system of units.

3. If units or dimensions of two physical
quantities are same, these need not
represent the same physical characteristics.
For example, torque and work have the
same units and dimensions but their
physical characteristics are different.

Learning Pointers 
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56. If F = A sin Ct + B cos Dx represents the
equation for force ‘F’ in terms of time ‘t’ and

distance ‘x’, then respective dimensions of A
D

 
 
 

and B
C

 
 
 

 are same as that of

(A) Energy and Impulse
(B) Force and Pressure
(C) Energy and Angular Momentum
(D) Power and Impulse

57. If n 1

2 2

dx xa sin
2a4a x

    
 

 , where ‘x’ and ‘a’ 

represent distance, then the value of ‘n’ using 
dimensional analysis is 
(A) 1 (B) 1
(C) 0 (D) none of these

58. In the relation P =
Z

ke






, P is pressure, Z is the 

distance, k is Boltzmann constant and  is the 
temperature. The dimensional formula of  will 
be      
(A) [M0L2T0] (B) [M1L2T1]
(C) [M1L0T1] (D) [M0L2T1]

59. If Z =
ax
cat e

c


 where, ‘a’ is force, ‘x’ is distance, 

‘t’ is time then, Z has dimensions of 
(A) Reciprocal of velocity
(B) Torque
(C) Impulse
(D) Velocity

 
 

1. If error in the determination of radius of a
sphere is 3%, then the error in volume
determination of the sphere will be _______%.

[Ans: 9] 

2. In the formula X = 3YZ2, X and Z have
dimensions of capacitance and magnetic
induction, respectively. The dimensions of Y in
MKS system will have power of Q as n. The
value of n is _______.

[Ans: 4] 

3. A length-scale (l) depends on the permittivity ()
of a dielectric material, Boltzmann’s constant
(kB), the absolute temperature (T), the number
per unit volume (n) of certain charged particles.
If q is the charge carried by each of the particles

then, for relation l = x Bk Tq
n

  to hold true,

value of x should be _______. 
[Ans: 1] 

4. The circular scale of a screw gauge has
50 divisions and pitch of 0.5 mm. If main scale
reading is 8 then, the diameter (in mm) of bead
is _______.

[Ans: 4.3] 
5. Displacement of an oscillating particle is given

by y = A sin (Bx + Ct + D). The dimensional
formula for [ABCD] is 
[Mn Ln Tn1]. Value of n is _______. 

[Ans: 0] 

1.1: 1. (B) 2. (A) 3. (A) 4. (B) 5.    (B) 6. (C) 7. (D) 8. (A) 9. (C) 10. (C)
11. (D)

1.2: 1. (B) 2. (A) 3. (B)

1.3: 1. (D) 2. (A)

1.4: 1. (A) 2. (D)
1.5: 1. (C) 2. (D) 3. (A) 4. (B) 5. (D) 6. (C) 7. (D) 8. (D) 9. (A) 10. (B)

1.6: 1. (A) 1. (A)  3. (B) 4. (C) 5. (A) 6. (D) 7. (D) 8. (D) 9. (D) 10. (D)
11. (D) 12. (A)  13. (B) 14. (A) 15. (B) 16. (B) 17. (C) 18. (C) 19. (C) 20. (D)
21. (A) 22. (C)  23. (A) 24. (C) 25. (D) 26. (A) 27. (C) 28. (D) 29. (B) 30. (D)
31. (A) 32. (D)  33. (C) 34. (A) 35. (C) 36. (A) 37. (B)  38. (D) 39. (C) 40. (D)

5 0 
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Chapter 1: Physical World and Measurement


 41. (C) 42. (C)  43. (C) 44. (A) 45. (B) 46. (D)  47. (A) 48. (A) 49. (B) 50. (C) 
 51. (A) 52. (C)  53. (C) 54. (A) 55. (C) 56. (A) 57. (A) 58. (B)     
1.7: 1. (D) 2. (C) 3. (D) 4. (A) 5. (C) 6. (A) 7. (A) 8. (D) 9. (B) 10. (D) 
 11. (A) 12. (C) 13. (D) 14. (C)             
1.8: 1. (B) 2. (C) 3. (B) 4. (A) 5. (D) 6. (B) 7. (B) 8. (A) 9. (D)  10. (C) 
 11. (B) 12. (C) 13. (D) 14. (D) 15. (A) 16. (B) 17. (C)       
1.9: 1. (B) 2. (A) 3. (A) 4. (A) 5. (D) 6. (C) 7. (D)  8. (B) 9. (C) 10. (B) 
 11. (C) 12. (C) 13. (B) 14. (D) 15. (C) 16. (C) 17. (B)  18. (B) 19. (C) 20. (D) 
 21. (B) 22. (D) 23. (A) 24. (A) 25. (D) 26. (B) 27. (A) 28. (C)  29. (C) 30. (B) 
 31. (A) 32. (C) 33. (D) 34. (A) 35. (C) 36. (B) 37. (D) 38. (A)  39. (C) 40. (B) 
 41. (B) 42. (C)                 
1.10: 1. (A) 2. (C) 3. (B) 4. (A) 5. (C) 6. (C)  7. (A) 8. (B) 9. (C) 10. (D) 
 11. (B) 12. (C) 13. (C) 14. (A) 15. (B) 16. (D)  17. (C) 18. (A) 19. (D) 20. (C) 
 21. (A) 22. (B) 23. (B) 24. (A) 25. (A) 26. (D)  27. (A) 28. (A) 29 (D)   
1.11: 1. (B) 2. (C) 3. (D) 4. (C) 5. (D) 6. (B) 7. (A) 8. (D)  9. (A) 10. (D) 
 11. (C) 12. (B) 13. (D) 14. (C) 15. (B) 16. (D) 17. (B) 18. (C) 19. (C)  20. (A) 
 21. (A) 22. (A) 23. (A) 24. (A) 25. (A) 26. (C) 27. (D) 28. (D) 29. (D)  30. (C) 
 31. (B) 32. (D) 33. (B) 34. (C) 35. (A) 36. (A) 37. (D) 38. (A) 39. (B)  40. (D) 
 41. (A) 42. (A) 43. (B) 44. (B) 45. (D) 46. (A) 47. (A) 48. (B) 49. (B)  50. (B) 
 51. (C) 52. (B) 53. (A)  54. (A) 55. (C) 56. (D) 57. (A) 58. (C) 59. (A)  60. (B) 
 61. (B) 62. (B) 63. (C) 64. (D) 65. (A)           
1.12: 1. (D) 2. (C) 3. (C) 4. (A)  5. (A) 6. (C) 7. (B) 8. (A) 9. (C) 10. (D) 
 11. (D) 12. (D) 13. (D) 14. (B) 15. (D) 16. (A) 17. (B) 18. (C) 19. (A) 20. (D) 
 21. (C) 22. (B) 23. (C) 24. (D) 25. (D)  26. (B) 27. (B) 28. (B) 29. (A) 30. (B) 
 31. (A) 32. (C) 33. (A) 34. (C) 35. (D)  36. (C) 37. (B) 38. (A) 39. (B) 40. (C) 
 41. (A) 42. (D) 43. (C) 44. (D) 45. (C) 46. (A) 47. (C)  48. (B) 49. (D) 50. (D) 
 51. (B) 52. (B) 53. (C) 54. (B) 55. (C) 56. (A) 57. (C)  58. (A) 59. (A)   

  
    
1.5 Unit of measurement and 

system of units 
 
9. 1 crane = 170.474 litre 
 1 litre = 103 m3 
  170.474 litre = 170.474  103m3 
             = 0.170474 m3 

 
1.6 Fundamental and derived 

units 
 
1. In S.I. system, there are seven fundamental 

quantities.  
4. Angular acceleration = Angular velocity

Time
= 2

rad
s

 
 
7. Because temperature is a fundamental quantity.  
8. F = 

0

1
4

1 2
2

Q Q
r

 

 0  
2

2

Q
F r

 

 So 0 has units of coulomb2/(newton m2) 

10. E =  dV
dx

 
 
13. L = 

I
= Wb

A
= henry. 

 
14. L

R
 is a time constant of L-R circuit. Hence, 

henry/ohm can be expressed as second. 
 
15. 

watt
ampere

= volt ampere
ampere

 =  volt 

 
18. Energy = force  distance, so if both are 

increased by 4 times, then energy will increase 
by 16 times. 

 
20. [x] = [bt2] 

 unit of b = 2

x
t

 = 2

metre
(hour)

 = 2

m
hr

  

 
25. Poisson’s ratio is a unitless quantity. 
 
26. 1 Faraday = 96500 coulomb 

Hints to MCQs 
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 and by comparing the powers of M, L, T on 
both sides 

 we get x = 0, y = 2, z = 1 
 [G]  c0g2P1 

 
52. [G] = [M1 L3 T2] 
 [c] = [M0 L1 T1] 
 [h] = [M1 L2 T1] 
 Now, let the relation between given quantities 

and length be, 
 L = Gx cy hz 
 [L1] = [M1 L3 T2]x [M0 L1 T1]y [M1 L2 T1]z 
 We get, 
 x + z = 0 
 i.e. z = x .…(i) 
 3x + y + 2z = 1  ....(ii) 
 2x  y  z = 0 ….(iii) 
 y =  3x  ….[from (i) and (iii)] 
 Substituting the value in eq. (ii) 
 3x  3x + 2z = 1 

 i.e. z = 1
2

 

 Substituting this value we get,  

 x = 1
2  

and y = 3
2
  

 L = 3/ 2

Gh
c   

53. 
1 2 1

2 1 1 2

M L Th
ce LT e





          
 

   = M1L1T0e–2 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
54. i. [I2R] = [M0L0T0A1]2  [M1L2T3A2]  

    =  [M1L2T3] 

 ii. 
1 2 2 2

1 2 3 2 1

M L T AL
Rt M L T A T

 

 

  
      

= [M0L0T0A0] 

 iii. 
21 12

22 1 2 3 2 1 2 4 2

T Aq
RC M L T A M L T A   

  
      

 

 = [M1L2T3]  

iv.  
1 1 2 0 1 1

1

M L T M L TFv
t T

       
  

 

  = [M1L2T4] 

 [I2R] = 
2

2

q
RC
 
 
 

  

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
55. T = krxρySz 

 Time (T) = [L0M0T1] 
 Radius (r) = [L1M0T0] 
 Density () = [L3 M1T0] 
 Surface tension (S) = [L0M1T2]  
 [T1] = k[L]x[ML3]y[MT2]z  

  T1 = kLx3y My+z T2z 

 2z = 1  z =  1
2

;  

 y + z = 0  y =  z = + 1
2

; 

 x  3y = 0  x = 3y = 3
2

; 

 T = kr3/2 1/2 S1/2 = k
3r

S
  

 
56. Given, 
 F = A sin Ct + B cos Dx 
 refer Time Saver – 3, 
 Since the trigonometric functions are 

dimensionless, we have, 
 [F] = [A] = [B] 
 [A] = [B] = [M1L1T2] 
 Also,  

 [C] = 
1

[t]
=[T1] and [D] = 

1
[x]

=[L1] 

 
1 1 2

1 2 2
1

[A] [M LT ] [M L T ]
[D] [L ]




   ….(i) 

 and 
1 1 2

1 1 1
1

[B] [M LT ] [M LT ]
[C] [T ]




   ….(ii) 

 Equation (i) represents dimensions of energy 
and equation (ii) represents dimensions of 
impulse. 

    Thinking Hatke - Q. 53    
 [0] = [M1L1T–2A–2]  

  = [M1L1T–2] 
2e

T


 
  

 

   = [M1L1T0e–2] 
 The correct option should contain

dimension of M as 1 
 Since [h] = [M1 L2 T–1], [m] = [M1],

and [c], [e] are independent of M 
 The only option having [M1] is option

[C] 

    Thinking Hatke - Q. 54   
 Refer Time Saver – 2, 
  Instead of performing dimensional
analysis, product I2R equates to electrical 
power and therefore has dimensions of power. 

Also, 
2

2

q
RC

 = 
2

2
q
qR
V

 
 
 

 

  = 
2V

R
 = Electrical power. 

 [I2R] = 
2

2

q
RC
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57. Dimension of L.H.S is, 

 0
2 2

[dx] [L] [L ]
4[a] [x] [L ]  

  ….(i) 

 Refer Time Saver – 3, 
 Since, the trigonometric functions are 

dimensionless and ‘a’ represents length, the 
dimension of RHS are 

 n 1 n nxa sin [L] [L ]
2a

     
 

  ….(ii)  

 Equating (i) and (ii) we get, 
 n0L L  
  n = 0 
 
58. Refer Time Saver – 3, 

 In the given equation, Z
k



 should be 

dimensionless  

  = k
Z
  

 [] = 
2 2 1[ML T K K]

[L]

  

 

  
= [MLT2] 

 and P = 


 

 [] = 
p

 
 
 

 

   = 
2

1 2

[MLT ]
[ML T ]



  = [M0L2T0]. 

 
59. Refer Time Saver – 3, 

 Z = 
ax
cat e

c


 

 Since, exponential is dimensionless we have, 
 [c] = [a] [x] = [M1L1T2] [L1] = [M1L2T2] 
 Now, 

 [Z] = 
[a][t]

[c]
= 

1 1 2 1

1 2 2

[M LT ][T ]
[M L T ]





 

    
= [M0L1T1] 

 Z has dimensions of reciprocal of velocity. 
 

 
 

1. Volume of sphere (V) = 4
3
R3 ….(i) 

 Given: error in radius determination dR
R

 
 
 

= 3% 

 Differentiating equation (i), 

 dV
V

= 3dR
R

 

 Error in volume determination dV
V

 
 
 

= 3  3%  

     = 9%  
2. [X] = [C] = [M1 L2 T2 Q2] 
 [Z] = [B] = [M T1 Q1] 

 [Y] = 
1 2 2 2

21 1

M L T Q

MT Q

 

 

  
  

  = [M3 L2 T4 Q4] 

  n = 4  
3. l =  x Bk Tq

n
  

 L.H.S. = [L] and  
 R.H.S.  

            = [AT]x
1/ 2 1/ 2 1/ 21 3 4 2 1 2 2 1 1

3 1/ 2

M L T A M L T K K
L

   



          
  

   

 Equating power of A, 
 x + 1 = 0  x = 1  
4. Least count (LC)  
 = Pitch

Number of divisions on circular scale
 

 = 0.5
50

= 0.01 mm 

 Now, diameter of bead  
 = (8  0.5 mm) + (35  5)  0.01= 4.3 mm   
5. Applying dimensional analysis, 

 [A] = [y] = [L], [B] = 1
x

 
  

 = [L1],  

 C = 1
t

 
  

 = [T1] and [D] = [M0L0T0] 

 [ABCD] = [M0L0T1]  n = 0 

 
 
1. Who gave the quantum model of an atom?  
 (A) Neil Bohr (B) E. Rutherford 
 (C) Paul Dirac (D) C. Anderson 
 
2. Out of the following, which is NOT microscopic 

domain? 
 (A) optics (B) atoms 
 (C) molecules (D) nuclei 

3. Computers are based on 
 (A) wave nature of electron 
 (B) optical phenomenon 
 (C) digital logic 
 (D) electricity  
4. Which among the following is the unit for mass 

in metric or M.K.S system?  
 (A) gram (B) kilogram 
 (C) pound (D) milligram 
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5. Which of the following is NOT a fundamental 
quantity?  

 (A) temperature (B) electric charge 
 (C) mass (D) electric current  
6. A spherometer has 100 equal divisions marked 

along the periphery of its disc and one full 
rotation of the disc advances on the main scale 
by 0.01 cm. The least count of the system is  

 (A) 104 cm (B) 102 cm 
 (C) 103 cm (D) 102 cm  
7. If the pointer of the voltmeter is not exactly at 

the zero of the scale, the error is called 
 (A) instrumental error (B) systematic error 
 (C) personal error (D) random error  
8. The length, breadth and height of a rectangular 

block of wood were measured to be  
 l = 13.12  0.02 cm, b = 7.18  0.01 cm,  
 h = 4.16  0.02 cm respectively 
 The percentage error in the volume of the block 

will be 
 (A) 7 %  (B) 0.77 % 
 (C) 0.72 % (D) 0.27 %  
9. If the digit to be dropped is 5 or 5 followed by 

zeroes, then the preceding digit is 
 (A) raised by one if it is odd. 
 (B) raised by one if it is even. 
 (C) lowered by one if it is even. 
 (D) unchanged if it is odd.  
10. The number of significant figures in 0.0009 is  
 (A) 4 (B) 3 (C) 2 (D) 1  
11. Latent heat has the same dimensions as that of 
 (A) Velocity gradient 
 (B) Potential gradient 
 (C) Energy gradient  
 (D) Gravitational potential  
12. Dimensions of ‘ohm’ are same as that of  

 (A) h
e

 (B) 
2h

e
 (C) 2

h
e

 (D) 
2

2

h
e

 
 
13. Taking frequency f, velocity v and density  to 

be the fundamental quantities, the dimensional 
formula for momentum will be  

  (A) v4f3  (B) v3f1 

 (C) vf2  (D) 2v2f2 

 
14. One pico farad is equal to  
 (A) 1024 F (B) 1018 F 
 (C) 1012 F (D) 106 F  
15. If total external torque acting on system is zero, 

then_______ is conserved. 
 (A) energy 
 (B) linear momentum 
 (C) angular momentum 
 (D) charge 

16. The macroscopic forces like `tension', `friction', 
`spring force' arises from 

 (A) strong Nuclear force 
 (B) electromagnetic force 
 (C) weak Nuclear force 
 (D) gravitational force  
17. It takes 8.6 years for light to reach Earth from 

the brightest star in night sky (called Sirius). 
The distance between Earth and Sirius in AU is 
(1 AU = 1.5  1011m) 

 (A) 0.54  104 (B) 1.2  104 

 (C) 1.2  1028 (D) 5.4  105 

     
18. What are the units of magnetic permeability? 
 (A) Wb A1 m1 (B) Wb1 Am 
 (C) Wb A m1 (D) Wb A1 m  
19. 0

 and 0
 denote the permeability and 

permittivity of free space, the dimensions of 
00 are  

 (A) [LT1] (B) [L2T2] 
 (C) [M1L3 Q2T2] (D) [M1L3I2T2]  
20. If velocity v, acceleration a and force F are 

chosen as fundamental quantities, then the 
dimensional formula of angular momentum  in 
terms of v, a and F would be  

 (A) [Fa1v] (B) [Fv3a2] 
 (C) [Fv2a1] (D) [F2v2a1]  
    
 1. (A) 2. (A) 3. (C) 4. (B)  
 5. (B) 6. (A) 7. (B) 8. (B) 
 9. (A) 10. (D) 11. (D) 12. (C) 
 13. (A) 14. (C) 15. (C) 16. (B) 
 17. (D) 18. (A) 19. (B) 20. (B) 

Answers 
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